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Introducing 
THOR

Wielding his mighty hammer, THOR is the 
fiercest warrior of Nordic legend, famed for his 
supernatural strength and agile fighting abilities.
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Full Spectrum Protection (FSP) is a personal load bearing and protection concept which 
enables the user to remain protected whilst adapting capacity, level of protection and 
appearance depending on the threat level and environmental conditions. FSP was 
developed by analyzing the tactical and operational requirements that armed forces and law 
enforcement agencies face. All the components of FSP; THOR load bearing, GARM combat 
clothing and SKJOLD body armor are designed to integrate seamlessly with each other. 

The THOR® load bearing equipment 
range o�ers ultimate functionality 
and mobility, supported by 
a versatile, modular solution that can 
be adjusted to the mission at hand. 
All materials have been carefully 
selected to optimise durability, 

comfort and fire retardancy. We 
have designed our load bearing 
system so that it integrates with the 
GARM® clothing system, ensuring 
the end-user remains e�ective 
over long periods of time in various 
environments.

GARM® is NFM®’s combat clothing 
system, which incorporates 
a complete line of combat garments – 
from underwear to outerwear. 
All design aspects of the system 
have been carefully implemented 
from end user feedback. The aim 

is always to reduce weight but 
also improve durability, protection 
and compressibility of every item. 
GARM® has also inspired NFM®’s fire 
retardancy (FR) standards, an industry 
first, on the best ways of wearing fire 
retardant layers.

SKJOLD® o�ers multiple body 
armor components where optimal 
protection level and protection 
area can be adapted, according to 
di�erent threats and environments. 
Our SKJOLD® solutions allow the 
user to remain comfortable, with the 
ability to adapt the level of protection 

from stand alone, to ICW and 
additional supplementary protection. 
We constantly strive to push the 
boundaries of what is possible through 
innovative research and carefully 
considered materials. Reliability 
ensures that every SKJOLD® system 
saves lives, every time.

Full Spectrum Protection

GARM® combat clothing

SKJOLD® body armor protection

THOR® load bearing solutions
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Design Philosophy
The entire design philosophy of the THOR Load Bearing 
System is based on ensuring that the user remains mobile 
and protected. The user should be able to detect, assess and 
react to threats around him without feeling impeded by his 
equipment. Our goals are to constantly reduce weight and bulk 
and optimize comfort. 

One of the most important elements to consider in load 
bearing equipment is weight distribution. The weight is not 
only reduced, but also brought closer to the center of gravity, 
ensuring a more even distribution.

REDUCED WEIGHT 
REDUCED BULK
INCREASED COMFORT
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Advanced Load 
Bearing Solutions

Positioning the Load
Covering the vital organs, the torso plates are 
positioned optimally in terms of protection and 
balance. The front and the back plates are at the 
same level in order to ensure identical protection and 
balance of weight.

Pressure Distribution 
The yoke distributes the pressure between the shoulders and 
the upper back. The yoke connects with the shoulder straps 
and distributes the pressure/ weight of the front rig from the 
shoulders and onto the upper back around the scapulas. The 
shape and semi rigid construction of the shoulder pad enables 
control of the weight by positioning and stabilizing the front 
rig at the optimal position in terms of human factors and 
ergonomics.

Load Stabilization
The load is fixed to the lower back and waist by the lumbar 
support belt. The waist comfort pads further stabilises the load 
by providing a large contact area and additional comfort. This 
enables the user to carry the load at the most optimal position 
for the human body‘s base of support, without interfering 
with the breathing process through pressure to the abdominal 
region.
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NFM® Alpha – 
a unique laminate
Developed by combining materials through an advanced lamination 
process, that maximizes the material’s durability, strength, aesthetic 
appearance and comfort whilst reducing its weight. NFM® Alpha in 
combination with the Slot Attachment Interface attachment system, 
is 27% lighter and 18% stronger than the classic MOLLE-PALLS 
in combination with Cordura 770. 

Reduces need for sewing

Reduces fraying

Reduces material usage

Reduces production time

Cordura 770 MOLE

Cordura 770 MOLE

~27% LIGHTERNFM® Alpha Slot Attachment Intereface

~18% STRONGERNFM® Alpha Slot Attachment Intereface

Cordura 770 MOLE
NFM® Alpha Slot 

Attachment Interface
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Tubes™ 
By implementing the Tubes™ system in our load bearing vests 
we have been able to optimize stability and durability. Tubes™ 
are easy to handle and enable quick release should any wearer 
require first aid or extraction and for the user or a second 
person to remove the carrier with a gloved hand. Tubes™ are 
also more silent to attach and remove than Velcro.

Ventilation Channels
Ventilation channels have been implemented around the 
areas where the user sweats the most. This improves 
comfort by keeping the user cool during high intensity 
activity. It also allows the user to wear the vest for longer 
periods without reducing the soldier’s capacity.

Comfort Padding
Pads have been placed to reduce trauma and impact from 
extreme movement, as well as improve overall comfort. 

Technology and 
Materials

Slot Attachment Interface
The Slot Attachment Interface ensures that any additional 
weight is brought in closer to the body and the center of 
gravity thereby reducing weight and bulk. 

The use of the Slot Attachment Interface has enabled us to 
maximize the equipment attachment and cable management 
capabilities.
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Adding Ballistic Protection 
to the THOR Load Bearing 
System
The system’s flexibility and modularity mean that it can be 
adapted to suit the user’s requirements, regardless of the 
frequency with which those change. When moving into 
a situation that requires it, the user can easily, thanks to 
the scalability of the THOR system, add both hard and soft 
ballistic protection to the carrier, never carrying more weight 
than he needs to, while ensuring he is adequately protected.



THOR Load 
Bearing System

A System of Systems
Modular, scalable and transformable, what sets THOR apart is the 
modularity within and in-between the platforms and high degree 
of inter- system compatibility. THOR is a system of systems where 
the user sets the limits.

Modular
Enables a broad spectrum of mission con�gurations and body 

mapping by adding/removing and positioning components. 
The Slot Attachment Interface pouch attachment, Tubes™ 

and other interfaces enable load bearing capacity for task 
and mission essential equipment.

Scalable
The user can scale up and down, tailoring 
the carrier according to the need for 
protection level and area by adding/
removing soft ballistic elements, to the 

extent of completely changing the shape 
of the torso area.

Transformable
Sub component compatibility within the THOR 
line enables the exchange of parts between the 
carriers and transforms the basic con�guration 
– for example front covers can be exchanged.

9
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Flame Retardancy (FR)
In co-operation with our selected scientific testing 
institute, EMPA Switzerland, NFM® has tested a variety of 
configurations of FR and non-FR clothing and load bearing 
systems.

The fabric was tested for protection against heat and flames 
and radiant and convective heat. The FR tests showed us 
that the chances of survivability are vastly improved when 
wearing FR personal protection.

One of the tests was comparison of two Light Desert 
Systems configurations. The test was performed on flame 
mannequin according ISO 13506 (with 4 seconds flame 
application). Results showed that the GARM FR system 
in combination with the ballistic vest also made from 
FR fabrics gives significantly higher protection from fire 
than similar non-FR configuration.

NFM strives to perfect the balance between the 
protectiveness and the practicality of all our products, 
ensuring maximum survivability while retaining mobility 
and comfort.

As a result of in-depth research 
we have been able to improve on 
flame retardancy without impeding 
on comfort or functionality.
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Signature Management

The modern battle field’s “electronic eyes” are constantly 
creating new requirements for signature management. IR 
sensors are common in all conflict areas. Every object around 
us, either natural or manmade, gives o� a light reflection 
signature. Infra red light reflection is not visible to the naked 
eye. Devices have been engineered which allow us to see 
objects further into the Near-Infrared (NIR) spectrum, enabling 
those with this technology to maintain the initiative on the 
battlefield.

THOR Load Bearing System improves the individual’s ability 
to remain undetected in order to succeed with the mission. 
Managing this signature has become increasingly important to 
avoid detection. The goal here is not to totally eradicate any 
signature, but to reduce it to a certain level where it helps the 
individual blend in with the NIR signature given by the natural 
surroundings.

All THOR load bearing vests are fully IRR compliant and use 
special materials that allow soldiers to appear at the same 
radiation level as the surrounding terrain, thus making them 
more di�cult to detect.

400[nm] 500

Visible Light Visible for NIR Image Converters

NIR SWIR

600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

Water / Oil Repellent
Water repellent coatings applied to all materials ensure that 
moisture absorption is minimized.

Technology  
and Materials
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Products
THOR Load  
Bearing System
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The THOR Belt System is the foundation of the THOR Load Bearing System allowing the 
user to reduce weight and bulk while increasing capacity.

Through the SAI pouch attachment interface, the THOR Belt System enables load 
bearing capacity for task and mission essential equipment. Protection against high 
speed fragments and handgun ammunition is provided through a soft ballistic panel.

THOR Ballistic Belt 
Combines the THOR Tactical Belt with a sleeve. 

Three removable comfort pads allow for 
ventilation, and ensure stability and comfort.

THOR Tactical Belt 
Allows the wearer to carry task and mission 
essential equipment through the pants belt 
sleeves. 40 mm. 

Light Buckle – 
lightweight and 
durable closure 
with quick 
release.

Cobra Buckle – 
ensures safety 
during load and 
quick release. 
2000lb / 9kN 
(frame test)

Buckle options:

Cobra D-Ring – 
ensures secure 
closure during 
load and a 
quick release 
and provides a 
secure interface 
for emergency 
repelling and 
helicopter 
operations.

Approved 
according 
to European 
Directive CE 
89/686/EWG

Soft ballistic 
geometry
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THOR  
Belt System

Tactical Suspenders
Ensures that the ballistic belt stays in place 
when worn in combination with a carrier.

THOR Chest Rig 
Enables the user to transport task and mission 
essential equipment by attaching pouches 
to the 6 or 8 column wide Slot Attachment 
Interface on the chest panel and shoulder 
straps. 

Cables can be routed through the elastic 
straps, antenna or hose through the double 
sided hook/loop webbing.

The chest rig is secured and adjusted in height 
and width through the four lateral G-hooks.

The yoke may be added for increased load 
bearing capacity and comfort.

The Chest Panel 6T is compatible with THOR 
Plate Carrier, the 8T with THOR Protection and 
Integrated Carrier.

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey
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THOR Plate Carrier 
The THOR Plate Carrier is the corner stone of the THOR line of carriers. 
It permits a body close carrying of torso protection plates with full freedom 
of movement. Simple and fucntional at its basic configuration yet adaptable 
and transformable.

The Tubes™ provide quick and 
easy opening/closure of the carrier 
at four points. In case of medical 
emergency a second person is 
able to quickly open and close the 
carrier with a gloved hand in order 
to expose the torso, perform triage 
or emergency trauma care and 
evacuate under fire.

The THOR Carriers are designed to provide stability, 
comfort and optimal weight distribution close to the 
body’s center of mass. The soft ballistic panels are 
ergonomically shaped with adjustment possibilities 
in width and angle of the side panels.

Internally, the passive ventilation system enables 
the body’s thermoregulation process through 
perspiration by creating a stack e�ect.

Externally, the Slot Attachment Interface on the 
front, back and sides enables load bearing capacity 
for task and mission essential equipment.

Front, back 
and sides 

covers with 
additional 
protection

Front and 
back covers

Front, back 
and sides 

covers

Soft ballistic 
geometry

Hard ballistic 
geometry

T3 T4 N4 T5
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THOR Carriers

THOR Protection Carrier
Provides modular 360° protection for the torso against high speed fragments 
and handgun ammunition through the soft ballistic panels.

Protection against rifle ammunition for the vital organs is provided through the 
front and back hard ballistic plates. 

Removable side-panels allow for scalable protection.

The elastic loops 
and the double 
sided hook/loop 
webbing located 
on the shoulder 
straps are designed 
for routing cables, 
hose or to secure 
an antenna. 

The yoke 
enables the user 
to position and 
stabilize the 
weight of the 
front segment, 
separately from 
the back/side 
segment.

Soft ballistic 
geometry

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey

Hard ballistic 
geometry

T3

S3 Q4 S5

T4 N4 T5

With 
additional 
protection
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THOR Low Profile Vest
Enables the overt or reduced signature 
carrying of soft ballistic panels providing 360° 
torso protection against high speed fragments 
and handgun ammunition. Adding front and 
back hard ballistic plates provides protection 
against rifle ammunition for the vital organs. 
The protective plates are easily added to the 
external pocket.

The ergonomic shape of the two soft 
ballistic panels, the position of the back plate 
combined with the integrated Lumbar Support 
Belt and the comfort pads enables stability, 
comfort and an optimal weight distribution 
close to the body’s center of mass.

THOR Integrated Carrier
Enables 360° protection for the torso 
against high speed fragments and handgun 
ammunition through the integrated front and 
back soft ballistic panels.

With 
additional 
protection

Soft ballistic 
geometry

Hard ballistic 
geometry

T3

S3 Q4 S5

T4 N4 T5
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THOR Tactical Vest 
Provides protection against rifle ammunition 
for the vital organs through the front and 
back hard ballistic plates. Internally, the mesh 
structure enables the body’s thermoregulation 
process through perspiration.

Externally, the webbing pouch attachment 
interface on the front, back and sides enables 
load bearing capacity for task and mission 
essential equipment, while the two central 
vertical zippers enable access to additional 
storage space.

The THOR Tactical Vest is secured through the 
front zipper, adjusted through the hook and 
loop fasteners at the shoulders and the side 
elastic cords.

For shoulder support, add the yoke for 
increased load bearing capacity and comfort. 

For additional protection, add the throat, neck/
shoulder, upper arms and lower abdomen 
panels.

Combining the THOR Tactical Vest with the 
Thor Low Profile, Reinforced Concealable or 
the Concealable Vest provides the user with a 
modular load bearing and protection system 
adaptable to a full spectrum of operations 
ranging from regular patrol duty to active 
shooter scenarios.

With 
additional 
protection

THOR Carriers

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey



NFM’s range of concealable vests provides overt or covert ballistic protection.

The ergonomic shape of the soft ballistic panels enables comfort, stability and 
an optimal weight distribution close to the body’s center of mass.

The THOR Concealable Vests are secured and adjusted through the hook and 
loop fasteners at the shoulders and sides.

Adding the THOR Chest Rig enables load bearing capacity for task and 
mission essential equipment.

Adding the THOR Plate Carrier and Tactical Vest enables load bearing 
capacity for task and mission essential equipment, as well as supplementary 
throat, neck/shoulders, upper arms, lower abdomen and rifle ammunition 
protection.

20
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The THOR Concealable 
Reinforced Vest
Enables the overt or covert carrying of soft 
ballistic panels providing 360° torso protection 
against high speed fragments and handgun 
ammunition. 

Adding front and back hard ballistic plates 
enables protection against rifle ammunition for 
the vital organs.

THOR 
Concealable 
Vests

The THOR Concealable Vest
Enables the concealed carrying of soft 
ballistic panels providing 360°torso protection 
against high speed fragments and handgun 
ammunition.

Male Female

Soft ballistic 
geometry

With  
hit & stab 

protection

Color options

Raven Black

Nanuq White

With 
hit & stab 

protection

Hard ballistic 
geometry

T3 T4
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The THOR pouch range o�ers a complete and innovative package of magazine 
and ammunition pouches, a variety of lids, closure systems and dividers.

Our designs of pouches provide the client with the freedom to choose between 
a variety of solutions to carry and protect magazines and ammunition.

Our magazine pouches can be delivered with various magazine dividers and 
fixators which o�er the user the ability and freedom to create his own setup and 
choose how and where the magazines should be fixed. The magazine pouches 
o�er easy assembly whilst remaining reliably in place.

MODULAR EXPANDABLE AR/BR MAG POUCH 
 fFits assault and battle rifle magazines.
 fAdjustable/removable flap with OMEGA grab-tab and/or retention cord with pull-tab.
 fExpandable in width and height.

DOUBLE MODULAR EXPANDABLE AR/BR MAG POUCH 
 fFits two assault and battle rifle magazines.
 fAdjustable/removable flap with OMEGA grab-tab and/or retention cord with pull-tab.
 fExpandable in width and height.

Pouches 
expandable 
in width and 
height

Transformable 
from Pull-tab 
to Flap closure/
opening.

Transformable 
to hold two 
double stack 
magazines by 
adding the 
divider.

MODEX 
pouches can be 
joined to each 
other through 
the side walls.

MODEX 
pouches can be 
joined to each 
other through 
the front SAI 
interface.
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TRIPLE MODULAR EXPANDABLE AR/BR MAG POUCH 
 fFits three assault and battle rifle magazines.
 fAdjustable/removable flap with OMEGA grab-tab and/or retention cord with pull-tab.
 fExpandable in width and height.

QUAD MODULAR EXPANDABLE AR/BR MAG POUCH 
 fFits four assault and battle rifle magazines.
 fAdjustable/removable flap with OMEGA grab-tab and/or retention cord with pull-tab.
 fExpandable in width and height.

THOR Pouches

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey
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DOUBLE AR MAG POUCH
 fHolds two AR magazines.
 fEnables compression of content.
 fRemovable adjustable lid.

DOUBLE AR MAG POUCH SWIFT 
 fHolds two AR magazines.
 fEnables compression of content.
 fRemovable adjustable lid.
 fSWIFT lock opening/closure.

SINGLE AR MAG POUCH SWIFT
 fHolds one AR magazine.
 fEnables compression of content
 fRemovable adjustable lid.
 fSWIFT lock opening/closure.

SINGLE AR MAG POUCH
 fHolds one AR magazine.
 fEnables compression of content.
 fRemovable adjustable lid.

TRIPLE AR MAG POUCH
 fHolds three AR magazines.
 fEnables compression of content.
 fRemovable adjustable lid.

TRIPLE AR MAG POUCH SWIFT
 fHolds three AR magazines.
 fEnables compression of content.
 fRemovable adjustable lid.
 fSWIFT lock opening/closureSWIFT lock opening/closure
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MODULAR EXPANDABLE 
PDW MAG POUCH 

 fFits one double stack magazine  
incl. UMP, MP7 and FN 5.7.
 fExpandable in width and height.

DOUBLE P90 MAG POUCH
 fFits two FN P90 magazines.
 fFull lid with hook & loop closure and internal 
retention cord

THOR Pouches

FLAT UTILITY POUCH
 f Intended for transportation and fast deployment 
of smaller objects.
 fExpandable in width and height.

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey

24 SHELL POUCH
 fFits 24 rounds of shotgun shells separated 
by elastic loops; 16 internally, 8 externally.
 fALPHA laminate Slot Attachment 
Interface for increased stability.
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SINGLE HAND GR POUCH
 fFits one defensive or ofensive hand grenade.
 fFull lid with speed-lock SR buckle and 
hook/loop closure with silencer
 f Internal retention of grenade  
and spoon.
 fExpandable in width.

SINGLE SMOKE GR POUCH
 fFits one smoke grenade.
 f Internal retention of grenade and spoon.
 fExpandable in width and height.

SINGLE 40 RGR POUCH
 fFits one 40mm rifle grenade.
 f Internal retention of grenade.
 fTwo heights: HE or smoke.

DOUBLE 40 RGR POUCH
 fFits two 40mm rifle grenades.
 f Internal retention of grenades.
 fTwo heights: HE or smoke.

LMG 100 POUCH 
 fFits 100 round Light Machine Gun magazine.
 fAdditional pouch attachment interface.
 fFull lid with double closure.

LMG 200 POUCH
 fFits 200 round Light Machine Gun magazine.
 fAdditional handle and shoulder strap.
 fZipped acces or speedloading  
directly from the side opening 
covered.
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FLAT DUMP POUCH
 fHolds seven AR magazines or any other objects.
 fPermits folding to minimize bulk when not in use.
 fAdjustable opening.

BOX DUMP POUCH
 fHolds seven AR magazines or any other objects.
 fPermits folding to minimize bulk when not in use.
 fAdjustable opening.

THOR Pouches

AN/PRC 148 POUCH 
 fHolds the AN/PRC 148 MBITR.
 fDrop down function for radio manipulation 
and acces to display.
 fEasy insertion and removal.

AN/PRC 152 POUCH 
 fHolds the AN/PRC 152 MBITR.
 fDrop down function for radio manipulation 
and acces to display.
 fEasy insertion and removal.

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey
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HRZ UTILITY ZIP POUCH
 fFits various task and mission essential equipment.
 fDouble sliders with pull tabs for easy access and closure.
 fAdditional pouch attachment interface.

SQR UTILITY ZIP POUCH
 fFits various task and mission essential equipment.
 fDouble sliders with pull tabs 
for easy access and closure.
 fAdditional pouch attachment  
interface.

VRT UTILITY ZIP POUCH
 fFits various task and mission essential equipment.
 fDouble sliders with pull tabs  
for easy access and closure.
 fAdditional pouch attachment  
interface.

OPTIC ALPHA POUCH
 fPadded walls provides protection against shocks.
 fFull lid and dust/snow lock.
 fSecondary zipped compartment 
for batteries etc.

MULTI RADIO POUCH S
 fFits a large variety of smaller personal radios.
 fAdjustable in height and width.
 fEasy insertion and removal.
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THOR Pouches

IND MED POUCH
 fHolds individual first aid/trauma care kit.
 fDouble sliders and pull-tab.
 fVarious compartments  
and elastic bands.

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey

IND MED BRAVO POUCH
 fHolds individual first aid/trauma care kit.
 fDouble sliders with pull tabs for easy access.
 fElastic bands facilitate  
the organizing of the content.

IND MED BRAVO POUCH HOLDER
 fSecuring the IND MED BRAVO POUCH onto 
a PALS/MOLLE compatible interface.
 fGrab-tab permits easy access to  
the primary compartment.

TOURNIQUET POUCH
 fHolds tactical tourniquet.
 f Immediate access to the tourniquet.
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LMG BARREL COVER
 f Intended for transportation and fast deployment  
of a Light Machine Gun barrel.
 fAdjustable/removable  
shoulder strap.
 fG-hook and loop closure permits  
quick and reliable access.

MMG BARREL COVER
 f Intended for transportation and fast deployment 
of a Medium Machine Gun barrel.
 fAdjustable/removable  
shoulder strap.
 fG-hook and loop closure permits 
quick and reliable access.

CARGO POUCH
 fFits various personal equipment.
 fFull lid and dust/snowlock.

ADMIN POUCH
 fFits various personal equipment.
 fDouble sliders with pull tabs.
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REINFORCEMENT PROTECTION 
PLATE TRANSPORT BAG 
 � Dimensions: W30 / H38,5 / D4 

THOR Bags

BALLISTIC PROTECTION 
VEST TRANSPORT BAG B 
 � Dimensions: W55 / H60 / D10 

BALLISTIC PROTECTION 
VEST TRANSPORT BAG A 
 � Dimensions: W55 / H60 / D16 

Color options

Coyote Brown

Raven Black

STP

Hellhound Grey
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THOR Chest 
Panel 6 or 8

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2710 
HB Geometry: T3, T4, N4, T5

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2710 
HB Geometry: T3, T4, N4, T5

Sizes: Regular, Long 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2531 
HB Geometry: N4, T4, T3 

Sizes: Regular, Long
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2531 
HB Geometry: N4,T4,T3

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422 
HB Geometry: N4, T4, T3, S5 

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422 
HB Geometry: HB-N4,T4,T3/S5 

Sizes: XS, S, M, L,XL-
short, Normal, Long 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2601 - 
only supplementary 
HB Geometry: N4,T4,T3 

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422 
HB Geometry: N4, T4, T3

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, Nanuq White
SB Geometry: C5610 
(Male), C5710 (Female) 
Hit & Stab Geometry: 
C5610 (Male), C5710 (Female) 

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, 
Nanuq White
SB Geometry: C5610 (Male), 
C5710 (Female) 
HB Geometry: T4-male, 
T3-female

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422 = M2601 

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, Coyote 
Brown, Hellhound Grey

THOR 
Plate 
Carrier

THOR 
Protection 
Carrier

THOR 
Integrated 
Carrier

THOR 
Tactical 
Vest

THOR Low 
Profile 
Vest

THOR 
Concealable 
Vest

THOR 
Concealable 
Reinforced 
Vest

THOR 
Ballistic 
Belt

THOR Plate Carrier Front Cover

THOR Plate Carrier Back Cover THOR Protection 
Carrier Back Cover

THOR Integrated 
Carrier Back Cover THOR Low Profile Vest Covers THOR Concealable Reinforced 

Vest Covers (Male, Female) THOR Comfort Pads

THOR Protection 
Carrier Front Cover

THOR Integrated 
Carrier Front Cover THOR Tactical Vest THOR Concealable Vest 

Covers (Male, Female) THOR Ballistic Belt Sleeve

THOR – System Components

Basic

Aditional

Optional



Buckle: Light, Cobra, 
Cobra D-Ring
Sizes: 3 sizes 
Colors: Raven Black, Coyote 
Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: S1, S2,S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
HB Geometry: S5

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: S1, S2 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: S1, S2 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2522

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: S1, S2 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: One Size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: One Size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
 SB Geometry: M2422=M2601

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422 

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2601

Sizes: S1, S2, S3 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422=M2601 

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422=M2601

Sizes: One size 
Colors: Raven Black, STP, 
Coyote Brown, Hellhound Grey
SB Geometry: M2422-M2601 

THOR Tactical Belt

THOR Skeleton Belt THOR 6 Belt THOR Split Lumbar Support 
Belt (Left & Right) THOR YOKE THOR Tactical Suspenders THOR Tube Adapter (Set) THOR Chest Panel 8T

THOR 4 Belt THOR Lumbar Support Belt THOR Side Covers  
(Left & Right)

THOR Shoulder Straps  
(Left & Right)

THOR Chest Panel  
Suspenders T (Left & Right) THOR Chest Panel 6T THOR Belt Adapter THOR SP Throat

THOR SP Neck/Shoulder THOR Tactical SP Throat THOR SP Lower Abdomen (Set)

THOR SP Upper Arm (Set) THOR SP Tactical Lower 
Abdomen (Set)
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NFM® Group products are 
protected by intellectual 
property rights or 
applications such as 
industrial designs or utility 
models on respective 
markets. Unauthorized use 
of the NFM ® products may 
be subject to civil and / or 
criminal sanctions.

NFM® Group 
Glynitveien 27  
N-1400 Ski  
Norway

Phone: +47 64 85 14 00 
Fax: +47 64 85 14 01 
info@nfm.no


